
 

List of Adjectives (Comparative and Superlative) 

 

List 1     

POSITIVE  COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE 

angry angrier angriest 

big bigger biggest 

bold bolder boldest 

brave braver bravest 

bright brighter brightest 

broad broader broadest 

busy busier busiest 

calm calmer calmest 

clever cleverer cleverest 

cold colder coldest 

cool cooler coolest 

close closer closest 

dark darker darkest 

dear dearer dearest 

deep deeper deepest 

dirty dirtier dirtiest 

dry drier driest 

dull duller dullest 

early earlier earliest 

easy easier easiest 

fair fairer fairest 

fast faster fastest 

fat fatter fattest 

fine finer finest 

funny funnier funniest 

friendly friendlier friendliest 

gentle gentler gentlest 

great greater greatest 

happy happier happiest 

hard harder hardest 

healthy healthier healthiest 

heavy heavier heaviest 

high higher highest 

hot hotter hottest 

large larger largest 

lazy lazier laziest 



light lighter lightest 

long longer longest 

lovely lovelier loveliest 

low lower lowest 

merry merrier merriest 

narrow narrower narrowest 

naughty naughtier naughtiest 

near nearer nearest 

new newer newest 

noisy noisier noisiest 

poor poorer poorest 

pretty prettier prettiest 

quick quicker quickest 

rich richer richest 

sad sadder saddest 

safe safer safest 

sharp sharper sharpest 

short shorter shortest 

simple simpler simplest 

slow slower slowest 

small smaller smallest 

smooth smoother  smoothest 

soft softer softest 

strong stronger   strongest 

sweet sweeter sweetest 

tall taller tallest 

thick thicker thickest 

thin thinner thinnest 

tiny tinier tiniest 

ugly uglier ugliest 

warm warmer warmest 

wealthy wealthier  wealthiest  

wet wetter wettest 

wide wider widest 

wild wilder wildest 

wise  wiser wisest 

young   younger   youngest   

      

 List - 2     

POSITIVE  COMPARATIVE   SUPERLATIVE 

anxious more anxious most anxious 

beautiful more  beautiful most  beautiful 

careful more  careful most  careful 



careless more  careless most  careless 

cheerful more  cheerful most  cheerful 

comfortable more  comfortable most  comfortable 

compassionate more compassionate most compassionate 

dangerous more  dangerous most  dangerous 

delightful more  delightful most  delightful 

difficult more  difficult most  difficult 

embarrassed more embarrassed most embarrassed 

enjoyable more  enjoyable most  enjoyable 

evil more evil most evil 

famous more famous most famous 

foolish more  foolish most  foolish 

forgetful more  forgetful most  forgetful 

frightening more  frightening most  frightening 

generous more  generous most  generous 

handsome more  handsome most  handsome 

helpful more  helpful most  helpful 

ignorant more  ignorant most  ignorant 

important more  important most  important 

intelligent more  intelligent most  intelligent 

interesting more  interesting most  interesting 

pleasant more  pleasant most  pleasant 

polite more polite most polite 

powerful more  powerful most  powerful 

sensible more  sensible most  sensible 

terrible more  terrible most  terrible 

thoughtful more  thoughtful most  thoughtful 

unusual more  unusual most  unusual 

useful more  useful most  useful 

valuable more  valuable most  valuable 

wonderful more  wonderful most  wonderful 

      

        IRREGULAR    COMPARISON :--   

 List - 3     

POSITIVE  COMPARATIVE   SUPERLATIVE 

bad/ill worse worst 

far farther/further farthest/furthest 

good better best 

little less least 

many/much more most 

late later latest(for time) 

late latter last(for order) 

fore former first/foremost 



old elder eldest(to compare age of persons) 

old older oldest(to compare age of persons/things) 
 


